[GRADE guidelines: 13. Preparing Summary of Findings tables and evidence profiles - continuous outcomes].
Presenting continuous outcomes in Summary of Findings tables presents particular challenges to interpretation. When each study uses the same outcome measure, and the units of that measure are intuitively interpretable (e.g., duration of hospitalisation, duration of symptoms), presenting differences in means is usually desirable. When the natural units of the outcome measure are not easily interpretable, choosing a threshold to create a binary outcome and presenting relative and absolute effects become a more attractive alternative. When studies use different measures of the same construct, calculating summary measures requires converting to the same units of measurement for each study. The longest standing and most widely used approach is to divide the difference in means in each study by its standard deviation and present pooled results in standard deviation units (standardised mean difference). Disadvantages of this approach include vulnerability to varying degrees of heterogeneity in the underlying populations and difficulties in interpretation. Alternatives include presenting results in the units of the most popular or interpretable measure, converting to dichotomous measures and presenting relative and absolute effects, presenting the ratio of the means of intervention and control groups, and presenting the results in minimally important difference units. We outline the merits and limitations of each alternative and provide guidance for meta-analysts and guideline developers. Summary of Findings tables provide succinct presentations of evidence quality and magnitude of effects. Summarising the findings of continuous outcomes presents special challenges to interpretation that become daunting when individual trials use different measures for the same construct. The most commonly used approach to providing pooled estimates for different measures, presenting results in standard deviation units, has limitations related to both statistical properties and interpretability. Potentially preferable alternatives include presenting results in the natural units of the most popular measure, transforming into a binary outcome and presenting relative and absolute effects, presenting the ratio of the means of intervention and control groups, and presenting results in preestablished minimally important difference units.